Abstract: Seiberg-like duality of three dimensional N = 2 Chern-Simons-Matter quiver gauge theory is shown to have a chiral double tropical cluster algebra structure. We use cluster algebra results to study combinatorial aspects of these theories such as classification, supersymmetry breaking, etc.
Introduction
Quiver gauge theories built from bifundamental matter are a nice class of quantum field theories which can be used to learn interesting gauge dynamics. In particular, IR dualities such as Seiberg duality [1] are very rich for this class of theories. Consider a four dimensional N = 1 quiver gauge theory Q, Seiberg dual theory of Q can be found by doing a sequence of Seiberg dualities on various quiver nodes [2] . So local aspects of dualities are well understood. The interesting question is global or combinatorial aspects of dualities, and some of them are:
These questions are typically not easy to answer even for very simple quiver gauge theory, as generically there are infinite number of duality frames! Fortunately, the combinatorial aspects of Seiberg duality is equivalent to cluster algebra [3] . The basic data of cluster algebra is also a quiver Q, and different quivers are related by so-called local cluster transformation acting on a single quiver node, whose action on quiver is exactly the same as Seiberg duality, so one can use many remarkable results from cluster algebra to study combinatorial aspects of Seiberg dualities. For instance, the above three questions can be answered for an interesting class of four dimensional quiver gauge theory based on planar network [4, 5] .
In this paper, we would like to study IR dualities of three dimensional N = 2 ChernSimons matter (CSM) quiver gauge theory built from bifundamental matter. For three dimensional theory, there are some new features: first there are no chiral anomaly cancellation and asymptotical free conditions on gauge group, so the assignment of gauge groups can be arbitrary and we can perform duality on any quiver node; second, one can add Chern-Simons(CS) terms and this introduces a new type of discrete UV data besides gauge group ranks.
It was found by Aharony [6] that a very similar Seiberg duality exists for three dimensional N = 2 SQCD with U(N) group (recently Seiberg duality of SU(N) group is found in [7] ), and the duality action on quiver is almost the same as the four dimensional Seiberg duality. Later such Seiberg-like duality is generalized to theory with Chern-Simons term by Giveon and Kutasov [8] . The general duality formula for U(N) theory with arbitrary CS levels and chiral matter is presented in [9] 1 .
So local aspects of dualities of 3d N = 2 CSM quiver gauge theory is also understood. We would still like to ask the same global combinatorial questions about dualities, and it is natural to wonder whether three dimensional Seiberg duality is also related to cluster algebra. However, the formula found in [9] seems to imply that such connection is not here.
The purpose of this paper is to show that Seiberg-like duality for three dimensional quiver gauge theory indeed has a cluster algebra structure. To achieve this, we need to slightly modify our quiver Q: we need to add an extra quiver node to Q and get an extended quiverQ, and the arrows between this extra node and the original quiver nodes are determined by the Chern-Simons levels. With this realization, the formula for Seibergduality on a single gauge group is greatly simplified, and it is just cluster transformation on the extended quiverQ.
In fact, the connection between three dimensional theory and cluster algebra is more satisfactory than four dimensional theory, since cluster algebra actually involves two sets of variables, which are naturally identified with the gauge groups and the CS levels. This paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we review basic elements of tropical cluster algebra; in section 3, we show how Seiberg-like duality of 3d N = 2 CSM theory can be interpreted as the cluster transformation on a slightly extended quiver; In section 4, we study global combinatorial questions about the dualities; finally, we give a short conclusion.
Introduction to tropical cluster algebra
Cluster algebra [3] is found to play a crucial role in various physical contexts, such as BPS counting and line operators [12, 13, 14, 15] of 4d N = 2 theory, scattering amplitude of 4d N = 4 theory [16] , and three dimensional N = 2 abelian CSM theory [17, 18] .
Cluster algebra consists of a family of quadruples (called seeds) 2 (Q, W, a i , x i ): Q is a quiver represented by an antisymmetric tensor ǫ ij ; W is a potential associated with oriented cyclic paths in quiver; a i and x i are a set of numbers 3 defined on each quiver node.
These seeds are related by the cluster transformation defined on a quiver node k 4 , and new seed (
) is related to the original one in a simple way. The quiver changes as (also called quiver mutation):
Here sgn(ǫ ik ) = 1 if ǫ ik > 0, and [x] + = max(x, 0). The graphical rule is: first change the orientation of quiver arrows attached to node k; then add a new quiver arrow from i to j if there is an oriented path i → k → j, ; finally, remove all the two cycles, see figure. 1.
For the change of potential, consider an oriented path . . . i figure. 2 for an example. Finally, the cluster transformation formula on tropical a and x variables are
There is an interesting duality between the a i and x i coordinates Figure 1 : The quiver mutation action on quiver node k: reverse the quiver arrows attached on quiver node k, and add a new quiver arrow between node i and j if there is an oriented path i → k → j, finally cancel two cycles between the quiver nodes. Here we assume rs > t. The above definition of cluster algebra is closely related to Seiberg duality [1] if we regard (Q, W ) as defining a 4d quiver gauge theory with potential 6 . In fact, the rule for the change of the quiver and potential is exactly the same as Seiberg duality [2] , and the example shown in figure. 2 is exactly the Seiberg duality found in [1] . Moreover, the gauge group ranks can be identified with the a variables as they have the same transformation rule under the duality. For a 4d quiver gauge theory, the fundamental (outgoing arrows) and anti fundamental (incoming arrows) on a quiver node are the same, and let's denote the number of fundamentals on a quiver node as N f , and the transformation rule for the a coordinates [2.4] is
which is exactly the transformation rule for gauge groups in Seiberg duality. Although the connection between 4d Seiberg duality and cluster algebra is quite interesting, there are several limitations: first chiral anomaly cancelation constraints the assignment of the gauge group, therefore the a coordinates are constrained; Secondly, the non-trivial Seiberg duality can only be done on quiver nodes in the conformal window, while the cluster transformation can be done on any node. Thirdly, the x coordinates do not enter into the story.
The above constraints might be evaded if we regard the quiver as defining a 3d N = 2 theory, and consider 3d Seiberg-like duality [6, 8, 9] : firstly of all, the duality action on UV data Quiver and Potential Gauge (flavor) group CS level Initial theory the quiver and potential is the same as 4d Seiberg duality 7 ; Secondly, there is no gauge anomaly and one can consider arbitrary gauge groups; and moreover there is no bound on gauge groups from asymptotical freedom and one can perform duality on any quiver node. Thirdly, there are extra UV Chern-Simons (CS) levels which might be identified as the tropical x variable. However, the first glance on the duality formula found in [9] tells us 3d Seiberg duality is not equivalent to the cluster transformation on tropical a and x coordinates of quiver Q (see [22] for the attempt to connect 3d Seiberg duality with quiver mutation). In the following, we will show that three dimensional Seiberg-like duality is actually related to cluster algebra by slightly extending our quiver Q.
3d N = 2 Seiberg duality and cluster algebra: local aspects
Let's consider a 3d theory defined using a 2-acyclic quiver and potential (Q, W), here Q is represented by an antisymmetric tensor ǫ ij , and quiver nodes are separated into two kinds: dynamical ones corresponding to gauge groups and frozen ones corresponding to flavor groups. We assign gauge (flavor) group U(N i ) on each quiver node, and add a bare CS term with level k i which satisfies the following condition:
which is due to parity anomaly cancellation. The UV data is shown in table. 1, and many field theory aspects of three dimensional Chern-Simons matter theories can be found in [23, 24] . Let's use (s i 1 , s i 2 ) to denote the number of anti-fundamental (incoming arrows) and fundamentals (outgoing arrows) on a quiver node i:
and use k + i and k − i to denote effective 8 CS level:
and they are both integers due to [3.1] .
Under 3d Seiberg duality µ i acting on a gauge node i, the superpotential and quiver are changed as 4d Seiberg duality 9 , see [2.1] , [2.3] , which is the same as the cluster transformation on quiver. The gauge group rank on node i is changed as [9] : 4) and the CS level is changed as:
In the dual theory, there are also changes on CS levels between various U (1) groups existing in our theories [9] , we do not consider those changes as those CS levels will not affect Seiberg duality on quivers and non-abelian groups.
Chiral CS level and cluster algebra
If the bare CS couplings of all the quiver nodes take the following values:
then the two effective CS levels are
We call these CS levels as chiral CS levels. Then Seiberg duality actions on gauge group ranks and CS levels are simplified as: 8) and k + i is still zero in dual theory. Comparing above formula with the cluster transformation shown in [2.4] and [2.5] , one can see that the duality action on CS level k − i and gauge group rank are the same as x and a variables! Moreover, the nonzero effective CS level is related to the gauge group rank: 9) which is exactly the duality relation between two sets of cluster coordinates, see [2.6] .
If we take the bare CS level at another chiral point 10) and the Seiberg duality action on CS level and gauge group is the same as the cluster transformation [2.4] and [2.5] with the quiver replaced by chiral dual Q o = −ǫ ij :
is zero in any duality frame, and we also have the duality relation between the CS level k + i and the gauge group rank (using quiver Q o .). So the CS levels k + i and the gauge group N i are identified with the tropical x and a coordinates of quiver Q o at another chiral CS level.
Generic CS level, extended quiver and chiral double
For generic bare CS level k i , the transformation rules on CS levels factorize into two copies:
Notice that the initial data k 
Since this formula mixes the CS levels (which is identified as the x coordinates) and gauge group ranks, we can not regard gauge groups as the a coordinates of quiver Q or Q o . However, we recognize that the duality transformation on gauge group can actually be regarded as the cluster transformation on an extended quiverQ which is defined as follows: introducing a single extra quiver node f with rank one, and the quiver arrows between ith quiver node to the extra node is
See figure. 3. Since the transformation of x coordinates only depends on the quiver node under mutation, the addition of new quiver nodes does not change the identification between the CS levels and the x coordinates as the extra node is never mutated. Now let's look at the transformation rules for tropical a coordinate of the extended quiverQ, and do mutation on node i ofQ, the cluster transformation on a coordinates of Q becomes [2.4] :
and this formula is indeed the same as the duality transformation on the ranks of gauge group [3.13] . We would like to check that the new quiverQ ′ still satisfies our defining relation using the CS level. After doing the cluster transformation, all the arrows attached on quiver node i is reversed, and in particular, we have
This is consistent since the new CS level is k
, and to construct an extended quiver Q ′ , we indeed need to set ǫ
and N i satisfy the duality formula on extended quiverQ
so we have the following identification:
• k − i can be identified with the tropical x coordinates ofQ.
• N i can be identified with the tropical a coordinates ofQ.
And they satisfy the duality relation. Notice that k + i is even easier to find, as they just equal to the number of arrows between the extra node and ith quiver node. Similarly, one can construct an extended quiverQ o using k − i . This can be seen if we rewrite the transformation rules on the gauge groups [3.4] as
The extended quiverQ o is constructed as follows: adding a new extra node with fixed rank one to Q o . The new arrows are determined as
The interested reader can check that the cluster transformation of a coordinates onQ o indeed is the same as the transformation rule on rank of gauge groups. With above observations, we have the following conclusion: Theorem: The Seiberg duality on 3d N = 2 CSM quiver gauge theory has a chiral double cluster algebra structure specified by two extended quiverQ andQ o .
It is interesting to note that such chiral double cluster algebra structure is already studied in [25] .
4. 3d N = 2 Seiberg duality and cluster algebra: global aspects
Classification
The cluster algebra structure of 3d Seiberg duality has one very interesting application: one can use the result from cluster algebra literature to classify 3d SCFT.
Finite type: ADE quiver
The first question one might be interested about the classification is: what is shape of quiver such that there are only finite number of duality frames? This question is identical to the question of classifying finite cluster algebra. The answer is found in cluster algebra literature [26] :
Theorem: The cluster algebra is finite if and only if the underlying quiver (the dynamical part) is mutation equivalent to ADE quiver! Notice that the orientation of the ADE diagram is not important as they are in the same mutation class. This classification is independent of the assignment of the gauge group rank and the CS level, and it only depends on the shape of quiver! Moreover, this classification only depends on dynamical nodes, and the extra node inQ is frozen, so our modification of quiver will not affect the classification, as the dynamical part of Q andQ is the same.
Using this result, we are led to claim that three dimensional finite CSM quiver gauge theory has a ADE classification (the gauge group part).
Example: Let's consider a theory defined on A 2 Dynkin diagram. Let's start the quiver at the top of figure. 4, and choose the rank of gauge group and flavor group as (s 1 , N 1 , N 2 , s 2 ) = (4, 2, 2, 4). We take the bare CS level of two dynamical nodes as (k 1 , k 2 ) = (2, −2). Then we do a sequence of Seiberg duality (µ 1 , µ 2 , µ 1 , µ 2 , µ 1 ) by starting mutating node one. The change of gauge group rank and the CS level is shown in table. 2 (We do not show the change of CS level of the flavor nodes.), and the gauge theory come back to itself up to a permutation on quiver nodes! For general ADE quiver gauge theory, One can check that we always come back to the original quiver gauge theory after doing finite number of Seiberg dualities! ( 
Mutation finite theories
A second question about classification one might ask is: what is the shape of quiver such that there are only finite number of quivers in doing dualities (the choice of rank and CS level can be infinite). This is also answered in cluster algebra literature, and almost all of them comes from the quiver derived from triangulated surface [27] . Basically, one can first triangulate the bordered Riemann surface and then find a quiver from triangulation. Example The simplest example is a quiver based on affine A 1 Dynkin diagram, see figure. 5. Let's choose the rank of gauge group and flavor group as (s 1 , N 1 , N 2 , s 2 ) = (2, 2, 2, 2). We take the bare CS level of two dynamical nodes as (k 1 , k 2 ) = (0, 0). We can do a sequence of Seiberg duality and find that there are only one type of quiver diagram (dynamical part), but the gauge group rank and CS levels can take infinite set of values! Figure 5 : A CSM quiver gauge theory based on affine A 1 Dynkin diagram, we use number on the quiver arrows to denote the multiple quiver arrows. Here we draw the extended quiverQ. We show quiver and gauge group ranks for several dualities, and there are infinite number of duality frames.
Network on Riemann surface
All the other quiver gauge theory might be called wild type as the behavior under dualities is quite wild. However, if we confine ourselves to certain subset of dualities, the theory under duality is actually under control.
There is a huge class of nice quiver gauge theories which can be read from the bipartite network on bordered Riemann surface. In the case of bipartite network on torus, a lot of studies has been done in [28] , and see [4, 5] for the generalization to other bordered Riemann surface for the 4d N = 1 context. Quiver gauge theories from network have nice behavior under duality if we only perform duality on quiver nodes with four quiver arrows. This type of special dualities can be represented by a geometric operation on network called square move. Regarding the quiver from network as 3d theory, and only do above special dualities, we still have good control about these theories such as classification, etc.
Periodicity of Seiberg duality
We have shown that the gauge theory comes back to itself after doing five dualities for the A 2 quiver. This phenomenon is quite common for a large class of quivers, and it plays an essential role in studying wall crossing phenomenon of four dimensional N = 2 theory. It would be interesting to see whether this periodicity property of Seiberg duality have any applications to gauge theory dynamics.
Positivity and SUSY breaking
We have not talked about anything on the existence of the superconformal field theory for an arbitrary quiver. In general it is a difficult question to answer. However, there is an obvious criteria from duality point of view:
Conjecture: SUSY is broken if gauge group rank is negative in one of duality frame.
When there is only one U(N c ) group with N f non-chiral matter, it is known that supersymmetry is broken for N f < N c , and the gauge group of dual theory indeed has negative ranks. In general, it is quite difficult to know whether an initial choice of gauge group ranks and Chern-Simons levels would ensure that SUSY is unbroken, as typically the quiver is of infinite type.
The question about positivity of gauge group ranks is actually closely related to the positivity property of tropical cluster algebra. If we consider quiver gauge theory from triangulated Riemann surface, it is possible to prove that certain initial choice of gauge groups will ensure that the gauge groups are always positive in any other duality frame. We do not discuss details about these models, and leave the study of this interesting class to the future work.
Moduli space and monopole operators
The scalar potential of a general YM-CS quiver gauge theory is
here σ is the real scalar in vector multiplet, and D i is the familiar 4d D-terms:
with plus (minus) sign for fundamental (anti-fundamental) matter charged under ith gauge group. The vanishing of the potential leads to
) using gauge symmetry, and the effective FI term is
here ζ i is the bare FI term and the real mass terms of the flavor group are also denoted by σ. In the following, we are going to consider some combinatorial aspects of the moduli space under the duality. Geometric branch: Consider a quiver without any flavor groups. There is a geometric branch by setting σ i = σI i with I i the identity matrix, and the second equation of [4.3] is automatically satisfied. The remaining two vacuum equations read
so at fixed σ, the above equation is exactly the same as the vacuum equations of 4d theory with the CS levels play the role of FI term. There are two differences: first σ is now also a coordinate of the moduli space, and second there is a overall gauge field whose dual give another real flat direction, and therefore the 3d moduli space has one more complex dimension.
Since there is no flavor groups, then to have generic solution, we must have i k i N i = 0 which is derived by taking the trace of D term equation. However, we now claim that this condition is not duality invariant! After doing Seiberg duality on quiver node i, using the duality formula we have
so the condition i k i N i = 0 is not always duality invariant! Monopole operator: Instead of looking at the scalar potential, one can describe the moduli space using the gauge invariant operators and the relation between them, i.e. the chiral ring. For four dimensional quiver gauge theory, gauge invariant operator is related to the oriented loops in the quiver, and one can deal with these loops using path algebra (when there are superpotential term, we actually deal with Jacobian algebra).
For 3d quiver gauge theory, we still have the gauge invariant operators associated with the loops in the quiver Q. We now have extra monopole operators T andT . We would like to consider the simplest diagonal monopole operator, which will create a magnetic flux
In the presence of the CS term and the chiral matter, the above monopole operators will acquire following electric charge [29] :
It is curious to notice that this number is the same as the number of new arrows between ith node and extra node. So the extra node in quiverQ would be thought of as the monopole operators creating diagonal magnetic flux for every gauge groups. Similarly, the extra node inQ o can be thought of as diagonal monopole operators T . One can read the electric charges of these monopole operators in any duality frame from the quiver diagram Q andQ o : they are simply the number of arrows between original quiver nodes and the extra node. With this geometric realization of monopole operators, it is natural to expect that the gauge invariant operators involving monopole operators can be read from extended quiver, and it would be interesting to further study this problem.
Conclusion
In this paper, We show that 3d Seiberg-like duality of a CSM quiver gauge theory Q is identified with tropical cluster algebra of an extended quiverQ: simply adding an extra quiver node with rank one and adding arrows determined by CS levels. We then use cluster algebra results to study some global aspects of dualities. We focus on combinatorial aspects of 3d N = 2 Seiberg duality. It is interesting to further study the dynamical properties of these theories, like Witten index, moduli space, partition function, index, etc, and we hope duality would play an important role.
One has very similar Seiberg duality on the same quiver if we regard it as defining a two dimensional (2, 2) theory or one dimensional N = 4 theory. The similar behavior of Seiberg duality of theory in different space-time dimensions can be seen from the brane construction [30] : the Seiberg duality can be roughly seen as moving the relative position of different branes, which can be implemented on the brane systems engineering quiver gauge theories in different space-time dimension. Although Seiberg duality for quiver gauge theory is quite similar in two and one dimensions, there are some very interesting differences, and details will be presented elsewhere.
There is a different kind of IR equivalence namely the mirror symmetry for 3d N = 2 theory [23, 31] . Mirror symmetry matches the Coulomb branch of original theory to the Higgs branch of mirror theory, and the mirror theory typically looks very different from original theory (sometimes it maps a non-Lagrangian theory to a Lagrangian theory). Moreover, it seems that mirror symmetry can not be derived using local operations on gauge groups like Seiberg duality. In this respect, it is kind of difficult to find mirror theory. Brane construction helps a lot in finding mirrors for 3d N = 4 theory [32] . The study on mirror symmetry for non-abelian 3d N = 2 gauge theory is relatively few, and it would be interesting to find more non-abelian mirror pairs. For the particular three dimensional N = 2 theory derived from M5 branes on a Riemann surface times a circle [33] , it seems quite possible to find their mirrors following [34] .
